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Abstract
Digital text documents have become a significantly important part on the Internet. A large number
of users are attracted towards this digital form of text documents. But some security threats also
arise concurrently. The digital libraries offer effective ways to access educational materials,
government e-documents, financial documents, social media contents and many others. However
content authorship and tamper detection of all these digital text documents require special
attention. Till now, considerably very few digital watermarking techniques exist for text
documents. In this paper, we propose a method for effective watermarking of Hindi language text
documents. Hindi stands second among all languages across the world. It has widespread
availability of its digital contents of various types. In proposed technique, the watermark is
logically embedded in the text using ‘swar’ (vowel) as a special feature of the Hindi language,
supported by suitable encryption. In extraction phase the Certificate Authority (CA) plays an
important role in the authorship protection process as a trusted third party. The text is decrypted
and watermark is extracted to prove genuine authorship. Our technique has been tested for
various types of feasible text attacks with different embedding frequency.
Keywords: Authorship, Attacks, Robustness, Swar, Hindi, Corpus.

1. INTRODUCTION
Availability of various types of text contents in digital format has bridged the gap between the
authors and the intended users. These users can have easy access to these digital documents at
any time. At the same time, unauthentic users threaten the use of the data illegitimately resulting
in authorship conflicts. The digital text watermarking is the outstanding solution which protects the
intellectual property rights and the authorship of genuine authors.
Storage of documents using digital technologies have several advantages but with it illegal use of
digital data is increased. The classical techniques of data protection are ineffective towards these
problems [1]. Data is stored in digital format which is easy to copy, modify or to deform it by using
appropriate software. This has created a great concern on digital content security and is being
studied seriously for text document [2].The information hiding is one of the most popular
techniques in the field of information security which accomplish the copyright protection and
status monitoring. The digital watermarking technology embeds the specific information
embedded into the digital media such as image, audio, video and text files for the digital media
protection, in order to achieve the purpose of identification, annotation and copyright protection.
In response to these challenges, many digital watermarking schemes have been proposed in the
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last decade. In these schemes, a small amount of imperceptible secret information is embedded
into the digital content, which can be extracted at a later stage for copyright assertion, copy
control, broadcasting, authentication and content integrity verification [3]. Digital text
watermarking is a recent research trend considered as the best suitable technique that provides
reasonable and robust solution to these issues related to digital text. For these reasons, it has
become a very crucial area of research. The constraints required by a watermarking system are
distinct. First, watermark should be imperceptible and it must be robust against attempts of
replacing or removing it. The quality of original data should not be lost or degraded. We must be
able to correctly extract the watermark despite the deterioration of the payload [4]. Finally, the
watermark existence must be detected only by an authorized person. In general, any
watermarking scheme consists of three parts such as the watermark, the embedding algorithm
and extraction or detection algorithm. The embedding algorithm incorporates the watermark into
the text file, whereas the extraction algorithm authenticates the text file, determining both the
owner and the integrity of the text file [5].
A large amount of Hindi language content like research, literature, government resolutions,
educational study material and many others are accessible through Internet in digital format.
Watermarking of Arabic, Korean, English, Chinese, Turkish, Latin, and Marathi language with
particular approach is available [5-15]. We focus on Hindi language which is official language of
India. Also it is second in most spoken language by native speakers all over the world. There are
nearly 500 million native speakers of Hindi [21]. The major challenges of Hindi text watermarking
are that it is free order language and handling variations in spelling is a complex task [22]. The
lack of sufficient corpus and novelty in the research field of Hindi text watermarking make it
difficult to devise and implement new watermarking algorithm(s) for Hindi text document. In this
paper we propose a novel method to watermark Hindi language text. We identified ‘swar’ (vowel)
as a distinguished unique feature of Hindi language grammar to be used for the generation of
watermark. We further experiment with available Hindi corpus to test the proposed technique
against all possible types of attacks. The results are encouraging to prove that the proposed
technique is capable of proving authorship of the genuine user. It also meets the crucial basic
characteristics of a typical text watermarking technique.
We arrange this paper in the following manner: The section-I introduce the background of the
concept and need of proposed system. In section-II, we describe the review of related work and
respective approaches. The section-III presents the proposed work in detail whereas section-IV
focuses on the experimental results. At last we summarize our work in conclusions, followed by
the acknowledgements.

2. RELATED WORK
Gutab et al. logically used the extension Arabic character ‘Kashida’ to propose an improved
method for Arabic e-text watermarking. The algorithm utilizes all the extendable characters
possibly fitted in words to represent some watermark bits. It embeds bits within 'Kashida'
characters in the cover text based on a secret key similar to classical cryptography. The method
maintains the robustness of the original text document [5].
Yasser et al. further extended use of Kashida to propose an invisible watermarking technique
based on Kashida-marks. The watermarking key is predefined where a Kashida is placed for a bit
1 and omitted for a bit 0. Kashidas are inserted in the text before a specific list of characters until
the entire key is embedded. This watermark technique has two types based on the frequencyrecurrence properties of the characters. The watermarking technique proved to achieve the goal
of document protection and authenticity with enhanced robustness and improved perceptual
similarity with the original cover-text [6].
Zaiane et al. explored the method for Korean text watermarking and developed a morpheme and
syntax based scheme. In this technique, a predicate nominal is divided into a nominal and a
predicate. Korean word usually consists of a content morpheme and a function morpheme.
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However, predicate nominal has exceptionally two content morphemes — nominal and predicate
and one function morpheme. The technique divides a predicate nominal into a nominal and a
predicate. It improves security by adopting a sentence weight value which carries a watermark bit
[7].
Kim et al. Suggested a method which is useful for watermarking of agglutinative languages –
such as Korean and Turkish. The algorithm constructs a syntactic dependency tree of input text
which chooses target syntactic constituents. The method embeds watermark bits if the watermark
bit does not coincide with the movement bit of the target constituent. The syntactic constituents
are converted into the syntactic tree. The modified syntactic tree, gives the marked text [8].
He lu et al. focused on watermarking of text document in Chinese language. The coding
character font size is increased by 0.5 in watermarked document. In font coding, Microsoft Word
has many types of fonts. Some of them are same; means their effect is not identified easily. Such
fonts are used for watermarking [9].
Meral et al. developed a morpho syntax-based natural language watermarking scheme. The
algorithm first transformed the text into a syntactic tree diagram where the hierarchies and the
functional dependencies are made explicit. The watermarking algorithm then works on sentences
in syntax tree format and avoids semantic drops. Security is provided via key-controlled
randomization of morph syntactic tools and the insertion of void watermark. The algorithm uses
free word property of Turkish language [10].
Zhang et al. proposed a novel text watermarking scheme for word document. The scheme
embedded the secret message in the special properties of word object. The watermarking
information was encrypted and divided into several groups. The encrypted information was added
into watermark before embedding into the document [11].
Fu et al. successfully developed public zero knowledge watermark detection protocol.
Watermarks are generated by using logistic chaotic map from the robust text features which are
extracted from plain text. The watermarks are embedded into the plain text using substitution of
synonyms based on the semantic adjacent words method. Correlation value is calculated for
ownership detection [12].
Rizzo et al. implemented a text watermarking technique based on homoglyph characters
substitution for Latin symbols. The proposed algorithm is able to efficiently embed a password
based watermark in short texts without disturbing the contents. The method uses alternative
Unicode symbols to ensure visual understandability and content preservation [13].
Patil et al. developed an embedding algorithm which effectively uses the unique construct of
Devanagari language ‘sarvanam’ (pronoun) for generation of the required watermarks in
combination with additional security phrases. The watermark has given extra level of security by
encrypting it with AES algorithm. The extraction algorithm uses the sarvanam feature as a private
key for ownership detection of the Devanagari text document. The authors also conducted
performance analysis with suitable corpus to analyze possible types of attack [14, 15].
Mir et al. proposed a method to watermark xml document. Synonym and Acronym are used for
Watermark process. Synonym or acronym databases are created or implemented at run time.
The list of acronym and synonym is required at the receiver end to decode the information. The
method gives the extra level of protection in case of breach of document. The xml file is well
constructed into the HTML tags so that it can show the content in the browser [16].
Jalil et al. developed method for watermarking text document using zero watermarking technique.
The existence of the double letters of the text is used to watermark the documents. However the
structural algorithm is not applicable to all type of the text documents and the algorithm used
alphabetic watermark [17].
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Tyan et al. proposed new adaptive approach based on zero-watermarking for
highly-sensitive documents in order to achieve content originality verification and validation
without
physically
modifying
the
cover-text.
The
algorithm
embeds
the
watermark in an identical duplicate of the cover-document and a private key was generated. The
algorithm is applicable to all digital text document from illegal copying [18].
Xingming et al. used a new approach of noun-verb based technique for text watermarking. The
technique exploits grammatical constructs like nouns and verbs in a sentence parsed with a
grammar parser using semantic networks [19].
Vybornova et al. proposed a method for watermarking texts of arbitrary length using naturallanguage semantic structures. The key to the algorithm is to use the linguistic semantic construct
of presuppositions. The sentence can be used with or without presupposition or with a different
presupposition trigger. Then further used without changing relations between subjects, objects
and meaning of the sentence. Distinct rules are provided to identify presupposition for each
trigger. The watermark embedding is effective with longer text sentences [20].
All the above discussed techniques can be categorized as syntactic, semantic, open space and
structural methods based on their way of implementation. Each of these methods has certain
limitations. The syntactic methods are not uniformly applicable to all types of documents. Some of
these methods are also referred as open space methods which use manipulation in inter-line,
inter-word or inter-character space for targeted implementation [8, 9, 10, 11]. The semantic based
methods affect the meaning of the original text. This change in meaning and presentation of
respective language content is unexpected to the genuine authors [5, 16, 19]. Although the
structural text watermarking approach including method like zero watermarking does not make
alterations to the original text, these are difficult to implement and have limited applications [17,
18, 20].
In our proposed technique which is also a structural approach, we have attempted to overcome
the above discussed limitations. We claim higher degree of embedding capacity, lower
computation time and zero distortion rate. The robustness is also considerable better in our
proposed work.

3. PROPOSED WORK
We propose a novel watermarking technique for embedding and extraction of data from the
watermarked text documents. We use an important language construct called “swar” of Hindi.
There are total eleven (11) swar (vowels) in Hindi language. We form an array of nine swar to be
used for watermark generation in proposed algorithm. Our algorithm works effectively with swar
to make private key which can be embedded with the original text.
In embedding algorithm, the original Hindi text (HT) is provided with unique author-id and
Timestamp. The algorithm uses total count of swar in input text to calculate the digital root of its
all occurrences to generate the private key. The raw key comprising of calculated swar, author-is
and time-stamp is formed. Then ciphering is applied for the purpose of encryption of the raw key
before embedding it into the input Hindi text.
3.1 Embedding Algorithm
Our embedding algorithm is given below:
1. Input Hindi Text File HT.
2. Input Author id Generated by any combination of capital (A-Z) and small (a-z) English
alphabet.
3. Input Time-Stamp (user choice).
4. Create and define an array of Hindi Swar AS.
5. For the content of Hindi Text File do
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I.

Count the Occurrence of Hindi Swar from Hindi Swar text File

II.

Find the Digital Root of Total Swar Count

III.

For AS [ i:n]
i. Digi_Root =
ii. until (i ≥ 9)

6. Select AS [ j ]
until j ≤ Digi_Root
7. Raw_Key= AS + Author_id+ Time_Stamp
8. Private Key = Cipher(Raw_key)
9. Generate Watermark file by embedding cipher key into HT.
10. Stop.
In extraction phase, the authentication process is conducted. To extract the watermarked
contents, all the necessary security conditions should meet the requirements. Here the Certificate
Authority (CA) plays an important role. CA is a trusted third party which ensures the access of the
watermarked contents only by the genuine authors. Along with watermarked file, the respective
watermark and timestamp is maintained by CA in its database. Also CA assigns unique key for
each user and keeps it with the relative record of the author. In situation of authorship conflict
arrival, CA is the responsible authority who confirms the genuine author of the document by
verifying the concerned corresponding record of genuine user. Table 1 shows sample entries of
the registered users.
Author
Name

Nitin

Saijyot

Watermark
in Protected
File
MOPerRGldfKn
VesWLQ92df8
1xmw96pYICS
56IBg057
TUB24NPgdaK
LKSDhaq78BB
qP06CSghe29
QpTU8La3

Date &Time
Watermarking

Unique key
for each
author

Watermarked
File

1 Aug 2016
01:32:50:000

3e0n8f19

Mydoc1.pdf

3 Aug 2016
03:09:44:000

A5I9LPR2

NNP9.pdf

TABLE 1: Author Records Maintained by CA.

3.2 Extraction Algorithm
The extraction algorithm is as described below:
1.

Input text file HT, Auth_ID, Time_Stamp.

2.

Read text file.

3. Retrieve encrypted key.
4. Apply Deciphering to get extracted key.
5. For AS[ i : n]
I. Find the Digi_Root of Total Swar Count
II. For AS [ i:n]
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I. Digi_Root =
II.until (i≥ 9)
6.

Select AS [ j ]
until j ≤ Digi_Root

7. Match_Watermark (extracted key, Private Key)
8. If match found.
9. “Genuine Author”
10. Else
“Invalid Access”
11. Stop.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An implementation of digital text watermarking faces a big challenge of availability of suitable
corpus to validate the results and to check the performance of the proposed technique. For
testing our proposed technique, we experimented with the corpus of ‘Indian Institute of
Technology, Bombay’ [23] and the other provided by ‘Technology Development for Indian
Languages’ (TDIL) [24]. We preprocessed the corpus to correct some typo errors. We used
‘krutidev’ as common font for entire selected Hindi text contents. We formed four different text
categories of available corpus like: Category 1 which contains 1 to 250 words, Category 2 having
251 to 750 words, the Category 3 with words in between 751 to 1200 and the Category 4 which
can have minimum 1201 to maximum 2000 words. We considered 10 samples for all the
categories to test them against particular insertion, deletion and combined watermark attacks. We
also varied the capacity of percentage attack like 10, 20 and 30 % for each text category.
The digital text may undergo attacks like insertion, deletion and combined attack. Insertion attack
inserts additional contents in the original text document. The deletion attack is the deletion of
some or more contents from original text. The combined attack which is combination of insertion
and deletion attack, may insert and delete contents to and from the original author’s document. If
insertion or deletion attack are focused at particular location like beginning, middle or end of the
document then it is localized text attack. The attack at any random location on the original text is
called as dispersed attack [17].
As per our observations, the retrieving accuracy varies according to the volume of text in all four
categories. More the volume of text category, better is the retrieving accuracy for it. Also the type
of attack affects the retrieving accuracy. Also the nature of attack like localized and dispersed can
affect the retrieving accuracy. The observations for deletion attack in Table 2 indicate
the
destruction of text reasonably which is contrary to observations noted in case of insertion attack.
When the text experiences insertion and deletion attack as a combined attack, it can considerably
damage the text.
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Attack Type
Attack (%)
Category1
Category2
Insertion
Attack
Category3
Category4
Category1
Category2
Deletion Attack
Category3
Category4
Category1
Category2
Combined
Attack
Category3
Category4

Localized Attack
10
20
30

Dispersed Attack
10
20
30

95.9
94.9
95.6
95.6
96.5
96.7
94.9
96.8
98.3
97.1
97.1
96.8

96.7
94.1
95.3
97.7
96.1
96.4
94.9
95.4
96.8
98.5
97.8
97

98.3
96.8
97.6
97.2
98.2
98.4
97.5
96.5
96.8
95
96.2
96.1

97.3
97.8
98.3
97.5
97.7
98
97.8
96.9
96.4
96.6
96
95.5

97.4
97.9
97
96.1
96.6
96.8
96.1
97.9
94.8
95.6
96.3
95.8

97.1
97.8
97.9
97.6
97
97.1
97.3
98
96.1
96.8
95.5
96.6

TABLE 2: Watermark Retrieving Accuracy for Different Types of Attacks.

Our proposed technique also meets the basic requirements of text watermarking specifically:
robustness, imperceptibility, security and capacity. We now describe how these characteristics
are achieved. In the attack analysis, the watermarked Hindi text is forced to undergo typical
attacks. The attacks are of different capacity and types. Our proposed system confirms the
robustness by retrieving greater accuracy to protect watermark from the damage. In our proposed
technique, the watermarked Hindi text proves to be useful and valuable even after the enforced
attacks. The fundamental property of text watermarking is imperceptibility. In our implementation,
the watermark embedding is done invisibly. Also the text file before and after the watermarking
appears perpetually indistinguishable. The security of the technique keeps the watermark
undisclosed from any illegal access. The existence, size and the payload of the watermark
remains covert to satisfy the security of our technique. The significantly upper limit of the
watermark embedding proves the acceptable capacity of the technique. Hence the proposed
technique consists of the basic characteristics of text watermarking.
We investigated attack analysis for 10, 20 and 30 % of total volume of text samples with all type
of attacks for four text categories. The figures 1-6 represent the graphs of retrieved watermark
accuracy against respective text categories. Here the graphical illustration verifies that the size of
sample text under consideration and the type of attack has significant influence on the retrieving
watermark accuracy.
The simulation results validate the watermark retrieving capacity in case of possible attacks. Any
intentional or unintentional alterations to the Hindi text in form of insertion, deletion or reordering
attacks can be certainly detected. Further countermeasures are enforced to retrieve the
watermarks in attacked text which results in preserving the basic text watermarking properties.
Also simulation executes uniformly for all size of text samples for experimental results.

FIGURE 1: Retrieved Accuracy for 10 % Localised Attack.
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FIGURE 2: Retrieved Accuracy for 20 % Localised Attack.

FIGURE 3: Retrieved Accuracy for 30 % Localised Attack.

FIGURE 4: Retrieved Accuracy for 10 % Dispersed Attack.

FIGURE 5: Retrieved Accuracy for 20 % Dispersed Attack.
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FIGURE 6: Retrieved Accuracy for 30 % Dispersed Attack.

To confirm our obtained results, we need to compare them with some other linguistic text
watermarking techniques. Due to varying nature of different natural languages, we cannot have
direct comparison of the related watermarking techniques. The language corpus, language
specific features and the watermarking implementation approach have significant impact on the
outcomes. In general, we compare our current results with English language text watermarking
proposed by Jalil et al. [17] and also with our linguistic implementation i.e. Marathi language text
watermarking [14, 15]. The first comparison confirms our Hindi language text watermarking to be
better than the English language text watermarking with respect to watermark retrieving accuracy.
Another comparison with Marathi language text watermarking is considerably similar on the basis
of watermark retrieving capacity. In both the results, for the localized insertion attack, watermark
retrieving accuracy is good for all types of text samples. For text samples with greater volumes,
the dispersed insertion attack has better retrieving capacity compared to those for smaller text
samples. Also the watermark recovery for localized deletion, smaller text volumes undergo more
vulnerability than the larger text volumes. For dispersed deletion, larger the text volumes, better is
the watermark retrieving accuracy.
As no such technique exists till now for Hindi language text watermarking, our proposed work is a
novel approach for Hindi language digital text documents. This approach demonstrates
improvements over the limitations like lower robustness, deficient imperceptibility and inadequate
security of existing digital text watermarking techniques. Subsequently, it exhibits comparatively
greater degree of all the above discussed watermarking characteristics. This leads to effective
applications of Hindi language digital text watermarking such as authorship protection, document
authentication, tamper proofing and fingerprinting.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Digital content on Internet has become popular because of the easy access. It has encouraged
most of the authors to publish their data in digital formats. On the other hand security threats to
these data have become a crucial issue. We have developed a robust watermarking technique for
a popular language Hindi. We have attempted to incorporate all fundamental characteristics of a
text watermarking technique. Also we conducted text attack analysis in support of viability and
performance of the proposed technique. The results are specifically limited and applicable to
Hindi language based on the properties of the language construct. Successful implementation of
the technique may lead to discover generalized approach for linguistic text watermarking.
Availability of adequate corpus of any natural language is a challenging task for natural language
text watermarking. The unavailability of benchmarking tools is another critical problem. Also,
there is need of standard guidelines to evaluate any implemented text watermarking technique.
Thus the adequate corpus, quality benchmarking tools and evaluation process are the future
research challenges in the context of digital text watermarking.
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